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Address EMS Group S.p.A. 
Via G. Galilei 29  
42027 Montecchio Emilia (RE)  
Italy

Country Italy

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Zecchetti proposes turn-key Automation Systems for EMPTY bottle Conveying/Palletizing , to both Glassworks and Plastic Bottle Producers as well as
Warehousing installations.

Worldwide Partner for conveying, palletizing and automated solutions, since 1960. Zecchetti proposes turn-key Automation Systems for EMPTY bottle
Conveying/Palletizing , to both Glassworks and Plastic Bottle Producers as well as Warehousing installations. 
The Company proposes itself as comprehensive supplier for the product packaging/storage and customer-oriented consultant for the achievement of
tailor-made solutions, 100% made in Italy.

STACKER

The Zecchetti Stacker range actually covers any kind of container and a huge number of different working modes to cope with the various handling
necessities.

Cylindrical bottles/jars
Square, rectangular, conical or indefinitely shaped bottles
Pharmaceutical/perfumery containers
Carton boxes containing empty bottles upright or upside-down (open/closed/with upwards or downwards flaps)
Thermo shrink packs
Small trays
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